
SETTING UP YOUR WALLUP!® INSTANT PRIVACY WALL
Additional information may be found on www.thewallup.com 

You should now have all of the vertical thick poles nested in their proper 
positions with the rubber-capped ends tucked into their pockets along the top 
edge of the panel. Starting at one end, lift the panel up while holding the 
vertical pole so it doesn’t come out of its pocket and now place the foot-end 
(the foot end is the end with the metal sheath of the vertical pole into the top 
of the stake.) Proceed with the remaining poles until until the entire panel is 
vertical. That’s it! You’ve assembled the WallUp!

Once you have fully opened and laid out the WallUp® face-down on the ground, 
insert the first stake into the ground through one of the corner grommets using
a hammer or mallet. Try to ensure the stake is standing vertically straight
as you drive the stake into the ground so it does not lean. Material tight
between each grommet. Proceed with each additional grommet.

Poles: Take each black two-piece pole and create four individual full length 
6-foot poles by connecting them in the middle at the joint. Insert each pole 
through the Velcro loops on the back of the WallUp and insert the rubber-
capped end into its pocket at the top of the panel. Do this so all poles are 
nested into their proper positions.

Insert the long (thin) top rod into the pocket hole on the upper corner of the 
WallUp®. Hold the WallUp® as you insert the entire pole into the channel. 
Once fully inserted you will need to force the pole further in to allow it to spring 
back into the pocket where you began inserting it. Both ends of this thin pole 
should be hidden in their pockets.
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*Note: Remove the rubber caps on the end of the stakes.
They are there to protect the stake bag.

 
 

 
 

 
 

Kittrich Corporation disclaims any liability for claims arising out of 
product misuse, improper product selection, improper installation, 

product modification, mis-repair or misapplication.
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